Introduction
Computational imaging has emerged as an exciting research area in recent years. Unlike conventional imaging, in which an image is formed directly at the detector, computational imaging inherently integrates computing in the image formation process. In addition, its unique paradigm of data acquisition and image reconstruction marries optical engineering and mathematics. Compared with conventional imaging, this union provides attractive advantages in imaging speed, signal-to-noise ratio, and information throughput. Leveraging novel mathematical models and algorithms with rapidly advancing hardware, computational imaging is versatile in myriad applications, especially where conventional imaging systems are inapplicable.
This special issue is composed of 12 research articles, representing both recent developments in computational imaging algorithms and systems and new applications. A brief description of each paper follows.
Developments in Algorithms and Systems
In "An Improved Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm for Multiobjective Problem," R. Wang improves the NSGA2 algorithm by adding a local search in each iteration. The new algorithm outperforms the original version in solving two classic multiobjective problems.
A. Sharma et al. present a new algorithm for clustering-IDBSCAN-that is applicable to arbitrary shapes and huge data bases in "Improved Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications of Noise Clustering Algorithm for Knowledge Discovery in Spatial Data." This algorithm holds promise for a broad range of applications, including medical imaging and remote sensing.
In "Study on MPGA-BP of Gravity Dam Deformation Prediction," X. Wang et al. present a hybrid algorithm that combines a multiple population genetic algorithm (MPGA) and a genetic algorithm-based back-propagation neural network (GA-BP). This new algorithm, which provides superior convergence speed and prediction accuracy, is employed for analyzing the displacement of a dam in China.
J. Zhao et al., in "A Strong Robust Zero-Watermarking Scheme Based on Shearlets' High Ability for Capturing Directional Features," use the Shearlet transform to analyze the direction features in given images. Under various attacks, such as compression, noise addition, and scaling, the proposed watermarking scheme shows superior performance.
In "A Doubly Adaptive Algorithm for Edge Detection in 3D Images" S. Lantaron et al. propose a new algorithm, DA3DED, for edge detection in 3D images. DA3DED is much faster than the conventional 1D edge detection algorithm for 3D images.
C 
Novel Applications
In In "3D Reconstruction of End-Effector in Autonomous Positioning Process Using Depth Imaging Device," Y. Hu and L. Li use a simple depth device, assisted by Kalman filtering, a back-propagation neural network, and batch point cloud modeling, to calculate the space coordinates of an endeffector and a target. They fit a 3D surface by using the radial basis function and the morphology. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach in autonomous positioning.
All submitted papers have undergone peer review. We hope that these articles will present exciting developments currently under way and stimulate further advancement in computational imaging.
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